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substnntinlly parallel to each other. It will be noted that
3,108,280
the lengths of the arms
successive V-elements and the
LOG PERIODIC BACKWARD WAVE
spacing between the apexes of the elements arc such that
ANTENNA ARRAY
the extremities of the elements rail on a, pair of straight
Paul E.:Mayes, Champaign. and Robert L. Carrel,
Urbana, III., assignors to The University of Jllinois 5 lines which intersect to form an angle a. In the preferred
embodiment of the invention the antenna is symmetrical
Foundation, a nan-profit organization of Illinois
about a line passing- through the apexes of the V-elements,
Filed Sept. 30, 1960, Ser, No. 59,671
as shown.
.
10 Claims. (CI, 343-792.5)
The antenna is fed at its narrow end from a conThis invention relates to antennas and more particu- 10 ventlonal source of energy, depicted in FIGURE 1 by
lady it relates to antennas having unidirectional radiaalternator 16, by means of a balanced feeder line contion patterns that are essentially independent of fresisting of conductors 17 and 18. It will be seen that the
quency over wide bandwidths.
feeder lines 17 and 18 are alternated between connections
In the copending application of Dwight E. Isbell, Ser.
to consecutive v-clcments, thereby producing a phase 'reNo. 26,589, filed May 3. 1960, there are described cer- 15 versal between such connections.
tain antennas comprising coplanar- dipole arrays which
The lengths of the arms in the antenna, and the spachave an unusually wide bandwidth over which the Pering between the V-elements, are related by a constant
formance .of the antennas is essentially frequency indescale factor. defined by the following equations:
pendent and the input impedance nearly constant, the
l(n~n t..SCn+ll
antennas also having a unidirectional pattern with a direc- 20
'=T=-A-S;tivity comparable to a Vagi array. As described in the
where T is a constant having a value less than 1, In is the
aforementioned application. these arrays comprise a numlength of an ami in any intermediate V-element in the
ber of dipoles arranged in side-by-side relationship in a
array, ICn+11 is the length of an arm in the adjacent
plane. the length of the dipoles and the spacing between
adjacent dipoles varying according to a definite mathe- 25 smaller V-clement, the subscript 11 designating the nth
arm running in an order from larger to smaller, t..Sn is
matical formula, with each of -the dipoles being fed at
the spacing between the apex of the V-element having the
its midpoint by a common feeder which introduces an
arm length In and the apex of-the adjacent larger V-eleadded phase shift of 180" between connections to sucmcnt. and 6.S(n+U is' the spacing between the apex of
cessive dipoles. The dipoles which are used to make up
the array vary progressively in length, the longest dipole 30 the v-clcrncnt having the arm length In and the apex of
the adjacent smaller V-element.
element being about 1h. wavelength long at the low freThe arms of the individual V-elements forming the
quency limit of a given antenna's effective range and the
antenna array are inclined to point in the direction of
shortest element being about % wavelength long at the
upper frequency limit.
decreasing v-element size so thatthe apex of each of the
In accordance with the present invention, it has been 35 elements points in a direction away from the angle aformed by the lines passing through the extremities of
found that the directivity of an antenna of the type dethe individual v-etements.
scribed· in the aforementioned' application .may be inThe angle formed by the arms of a v-clcment is desigcreased and the effective frequency range of an antenna
nated ss «. It will be seen that When the angle 1f.' is equal
of fixed size may be extended by inclining the dipoles of
Isbell to form V-elements, each of which consists of-two
to 180", the antennas of the invention are identical with
straight arms of equal length defining an apex which
those described by Isbell in the application mentioned
points away from the direction of radiation of thenn- .
above. In the instant invention, however, the angle 1/1
preferably has a value between about 50" and 150".
tenna which is also the direction in which the element
It will be seen from the geometry of the invention as
size decreases.
modification of the straight dipoles
of Isbell to v-shaped elements permits the antenna to 45 given above that the distances from the base line 0 at
the vertex. of the angle a to the apexes of the v-elements
be operated over bands-of frequencies higher than those
established, as described above, by the length of the shortforming the array are defined by the equation:
est dipole in the antenna, with increased directivity, thus
X(n+1)
obviously increasing the effective frequency range of a
T=-g;;given antenna.
50
where X n is the distance from the base line 0 to the apex
The invention wilI be better understood from the folof the V-elemcnt having the arm length In' X Cn+1) is the
.lowing detailed description, thereof taken in conjunction
corresponding distance from the base line to the apex
with the accompanying drawings, in which the same numof the vadjacent smaller v-elernent, the r has the slgbers are used to denote corresponding clements in the
55 nificance previously given.
'
several views and in which:
The radiation pattern of the antennas of the invention
FIGURE 1 is a schematic plan view of an antenna
having the geometrical relationship among the several
made in accordance with the principles of the invention;
parts. as defined above, is unidirectional in the negative
FIGURE 2 is a perspective view of a practical antenna
X direction, i.e., extending to the left from the narrow
embodying the invention; and
FIGURE 3 is a fragmentary view of an improved and 00 end of the antenna of.FIGURE 1.
The use of V-elements in the antennas of the invention,
preferred form of an antenna similar to that shown in
"ather than dipoles, increases the directivity of the invenFIGURE 2, as seen from n point directly in front of and
tion and also permits more effective utilization of a given
above the narrow end .of the antenna.
antenna since the same structure can be used in several
Referring to FIGURE I, it will be seen that the antennas of the invention 'are composed of a plurality of 6f) frequency. modes to achieve- coverage of different frequency 'bands. In the special case of an antenna having
V-elements, e.g., 11 and 12, each of which consists of a
straight dipoles rather than V-elements {i.e., when
pair of arms, e.g.. 13 and '4, defining an apex in the
1J'= 180"), the effective frequency range is that in which
middle of the v-elements. said v-erements being arranged
the low limit corresponds to that frequency in which the
in a herringbonelikc pattern. The arms of a given V-elemerit arc equal in length and corresponding arms of the 70 largest dipole in the antenna is about 1h. wavelength long
several v-elements. i.e .• the arms on the same side of a
and theupper frequency limit to that frequency in which
line passing through the apexes of the v-clements, arc
the smallest dipole in the antenna is about :Vg wavelength
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long. In general, therefore; it maybe said that the frcquency range of the straight dipole array corresponds to
the mode .of operation in. which the lengths of the dipoles in the 'array are about ~ wavelength long. As
the frequency is raised above the upper limit of the ~/1.
wavelength mode in the dipolc varruy, the antenna will
also be found to radiate effectively at frequencies in which
the dipoles arc about % wavelengths long (the % waveIengths mode), % wavelengths long (the ~::! wavelengths
modej end.so on. At frequencies above the half-wavelength mode. however, the radiation pattern of the dipole
array becomes-multiiobed and, is, therefore. of limited usefulness. By including the arms of the dipole to form the
V-elements of the instant invention, it has been found
that e.-singleJobe of improved directivlty may be obtained as the frequency is raised from the half-wavelengthil1?de through the intervening ranges to the ~~ wavelengths mode and beyond. For each mode of operation there exists an optimum value for the angie j;, ranging from about 114 0 for the half-wavelength mode to
about 6r for the % wavelengths mode. By using a
compromise value for if; within this range, however, a
practical antenna can be made to achieve acceptable performanceover several modes of operation, thereby increasing its effective range' without increasing the number
of elements. therein. This result is' possible since many
of the elements forming the antenna array arc used
at more than one frequency.
The construction of an actual antenna made in accordance with the invention is shown in' FIGURE 2. In this
antenna the balanced line consists of two closely-spaced
and parallel electrically conducting small diameter tubes
21 and ZZ which also act as a mechanical support for
the dipole elements and to which are-attached the arms
which form the v-etcmcnts of the invention. It will he
noted that each of the two arms, e.g., 23 and 24,makirig up one-v-element is connected to a different one of
said conductors 21 and 22. Moreover, considering either
one of the conductors 21, and 22, consecutive arms along
the length thereof extend in opposite directions. It will
be seen that this construction has the effect of alternating
the phase of the connections between successive v-olemente.us depicted schematically in FIGUREL Although
the v-elements of FIGURE 2 are not precisely coplanar,
differing therefrom by the distance between the parallel
conductors 21 and2!. in practice this. distance is usually
small so that the arms -of the V-elements are substantially
coplanar and the advantages of the invention are maintained.• In some instances, however, it may be advantageous to bend the individual arms, e.g., 27 and 28, close to
the point of attachment to the feeder line, as shown in
FIGURE 3. so as to position all the arms in the same
plane. The antennas of FIGURES 2 and 3 may be conveniently fed by means of a coaxial cable 2S positioned
within conductor 21, the outer conductor of the cable
making electrical contact with conductor 21 and the
central conductor 26 .of the cable extending to end making electrical connection with conductor 22, <IS shown.
The antennas of the invention may also be fed by a
balanced two wire line which is twisted between elements to achieve the de-sired phase reversal. Other mothoda.cf achieving the desired phasing may be employed,
e.g. transmission line loops or stubs.
.
As an example of the invention, an antenna of the type
shown in FIGURE 3 was constructed using 0.125" diameteratubing for the balanced Iinc and 0.050" diameter
wire for-the arms of the v-elemcnts. The ,arms were
soldered to the feeder line and the""array was fed by-a
miniature coaxial cable inserted into. one of. the conductors of the balanced line. The antenna had 25 arms, the
largest 'Of which was 1 ft. long with the shortest being
about 3!6:" long. The antenna was further-defined hy
the parameters ,.~O.9S and 1f;=70°. Thi~ antenna exhibited typical directivity gains ranging from. 12 db over
isotropic iu_the% wavelengths .modc to 17 db in the %

r"wavelcngths mode, with essentially constant input impcd.
ance within each mode.
j
Except with respect to the angle of inclination of the
arms of the v-clemcnts, the parameters which define the
() antennas of the invention arc essentially similar to those
of the. corresponding straight dipole arrays in which the
arms extend at right angles from the feeder lines. Thus,
"the parameter e- preferably has a value bctwen about 0.8
and 0.95 and the angle a; suitably ranges between 2()0 and
10 100". Moreover; the upper-and lower limits-of the bandwidth for the 1,1 wavelength rnode- of operation can be
adjusted as desired by making the longest v-elemcnt cotrespond in length to .about Y2 wavelength at the lower
limit and. the shortest v-elemcnt to .about M:l wavelength
15 at the upper frequency limit.
In ad..dition to its use as a direct radiator or receiver,
the resonant-v array of the invention has several advantages over other antennas currently used as' primary
feeds for-parabolic and other reflectors. Its independence
20 of frequency in any single mode assures constant illumination of the reflector. Moreover, the input impedance
remains essentially independent of frequency so that no
tuning is required as the frequency is varied.
The foregoing detailed description has been given for
25 clearness of understanding only. and no unnecessary Ilmirations should be understood therefrom, as modifications
will be obvious to those skilled 'in the art.
What is claimed is:
1. A broadband unidirectional antenna compnsmg an
30 array of a plurality of v-elements in a planar herring-bonclike arrangement, each of said clements having a
pair of equal arms defining an apex, the apexes of said Velements lying on a straight line, the corresponding arms
of said elements progressively increasing in length and
35 spacing, the extremities of the arms of said v-ctemcnts
substantially falling on a V-shaped line forming an angle
" at its vertex, the apexes of said v-elemcnts pointing
in a direction away 'from the vertex of said angle lX, the
ratio of the arm lengths of any pair of adjacent v-ele40 menta being given by the formula

fl

l(n+Il

T=T
where In is the length of an arm in the larger of said
45 pair of v-elemenrs, I tn H )" is the length of an arm in the
adjacent smaller .v-clcment of said pair, the subscript II
designating the nth arm running in-an order from larger to
smaller, and 'T is a constant having a value less than j ,
the .spacing between the apexes of said v-elements being
50 given by the formula
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where LlSn is the spacing between the v-clcmcnt having
the arm length In and the adjacent larger V-clement,
l\S(n+l) is the spacing between the v-clemcnt having the
arm length tn 'and the adjacent smaller v-elementc and-r
has the significance previously assigned, said v-elements
being adapted to be fed as a group from the small end
of the individual v-elemcnts fed at the apexes thereof
by a common feeder which introduces an additional 180 0
phase shift between successive v-elements.
2. The antenna of claim 1 wherein the angle formed
by the -arrns of any V-element at the apex thereof has a
value within the range from about 50 to 'about 150".
3. The antenna of claim 1 which is symmetrical about
a line passing through the apex of each v-elcrnent therein, an.din which the corresponding arms of the v-etomerits are parallel.
4. The antenna of claim 1 in which the angle IX has
a value between about 20 0 and lOO'! and the constant 'T
has a value between about O,8nnd 0.95.
5. A broadband unidirectional 'antenna comprising a
balanced feeder line consisting of two closely spaced,
straight and parallel conductors, a plurality of substan-
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tlally 'Coplanar V-clcmcnts. each v-ctcmcm comprising a ~ . ..- tion 'between cnch of the v-clcmcnts ami one of the feedpair of arms of equal length dcflning nn apex. one of ~:)itl
en; at the inner end {If the clements, the IWl} v-clcmcnts
arms of ench v-clcmcrit l'Cl:lg connected ,It the apex (If
forrnfng each pair con~tjhHjnt~ dipole halves, adjacent di·
said v-clcmcnt to one of said conductors, .thc other of
role sections being connected to different feeders, each of
said arms bcine connected directly opposite the first to !i the pairs of dipoles being of different electrical Jeng~hs
the other of said conductors, the arms of any v-elerucnt
with successive dipoles differing in electrical length WIth
extending in opposite directions at an acute angle to the
respect to each other by 'substantially a common scale
plane determined by. said conductors, consecutive arms on
factor, .each dipole and the feeder connected thereto m
each of said conductors extending on opposite sides of
the region between one dipole pair and the next adjacent
said plene, the ratio of the lengths of the arms in adjacent 10 dipole pair constituting a cell. the sp-acings between the
V-elements belng glven by the formula
dipoles as connected to the feeders. differing from each
other
also by substantially the same common scale factor,
let n =-r
the scale factor being so chosen that the combination o(
dipole lengths and spacings providing the several cells
where In is the length of an arm of a V-elernent, l(n+1) is 15 have a substantially uniform wide-band response over sevthe length of 'an arm in the adjacent smaller v-eternent,
eral frequency bands bearing substantially harmonic frethe subscript n designating the nth arm running in an
quency relationships to each other, the connection beorder from 'larger to smaller, and -r is a constant having
tween the feeder and the dipoles being made in such a
a value less than 1, the spacing of the apexes of the v-elemanner that the directive gain of the antenna increases
ments along said feeder line being given by the formula 20 with operational shift from one band to another band of
higher frequency, and means to connect the feeder to an
AS~tI+t)='1'
external circuit at a location substantially removed from
AS.
the longest of the v-elcments in the direction of, the
where .6.So. is the spacing between the V-element having
smallest of the v-elements.
the carm. length In and the adjacent larger V-element, 25
10. An aerial system for wide-band use including an
AS{D+l) is the spacing between the v-ctcment having the
elongated two-conductor balanced feeder. a plurality of
arm length In and the adjacent smaller V-elcment, and T
herringbone-Hke conducting v-elcments planarly erranged
bas the significance previously assigned.
and spaced along said feeder, each of the elements having
6. The antenna of claim 5 in which the angle formed
a pair of arms of equal length defining substantially an
by said arms with the plane determined by said feeder 30 apex with the apexes of the plurality of V -elements all
line, measured in a plane perpendicular to said plane,
lying in a substantially straight line, a connection between
has a value between about 25" and about 15".
each of the V-elements and the feeder to terminate the
7. The antenna of claim 5 in which T has a value of
elements substantially at the feeder, the two v-elcments
. about 0.8 to 0.95.
forming each pair constituting dipole halves. adjacent di8. An aerial system for wide-band use comprising a 35 pole sections of the plurality being connected to different
plurality of herringbone-like conducting 'v-elernents plafeeders and the dipoles being relatively spaced so that
narly arranged, a two-conductor balanced feeder conthe spacings between successive dipoles differ from each
nected to each of said elements at substantially the inner
other by substantially a common scale factor. adjacent
end thereof, each two opposite V-elements forming a
dipole sections having different electrical lengths. each
pair constituting dipole halves. the connection from each 40 dipole and the feeder connected between it and the ad.
adjacent dipole section being to a different feeder. said
jacent dipole constituting a cell, the lengths of the dipoles
V-eIements being selectively spaced from each other. each
increasing from end of array where spacings between adv-element of each pair having arms of substantially equal
jacent dipoles is less to end of the array where adjacent
length substantially defining an apex with the apexes. of
dipoles are spaced the greatest distance~ the spacings by
the plurality of v-elements all lying in substantially a 45 the scale factor variation between adjacent dipoles being
·straight line and terminating at the feeder. the said disuch that a combination of the various dipole lengths and
poles of each pair being of different electrical .lengthe
spacings provides a substantially uniform wide-band re'With successive dipoles differing in electrical length with
soonse-over several frequency bands bearing substanrespect to each other by SUbstantially- the same scale
tially harmonic frequency relationships to each other, the
factor,each dipole and the feeder between successive di- 50 connection being made in such a manner that the direcpoles. constituting a cell, and the selective spacings bethe antenna increases as the operation shifts
tive gain
tween adjacent dipoles" decreasing from one end to the
from one band to another band of higher frequency, and
other with the greater spacing being between the longest
means to connect the feeder to an external circuit at a
dipoles and being such that the combination of dipole
location substantially removed from the longest of the
lengths and spacings provides a substantially uniform. 55 v-ctements in the direction of the smallest of the v-elewide-band response over a plurality of frequency bands
merits.
bearing substantially harmonic frequency relationships to
each other; the connection between the dipoles and the
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